
IP44 1.0 IP44 2.0 IP44 3.0

Tech Specifi cations

LED 13W | 220-240VAC | 50-60Hz
 AC PCB 3-step low flicker

phase-cut dim | steel wet painted opal 
PMMA cover 

white | white/gold | copper 
black/gold | black/copper | black

LED 18W | 220-240VAC | 50-60Hz
 AC PCB 3-step low flicker

phase-cut dim | steel wet painted opal 
PMMA cover 

white | white/gold | copper 
black/gold | black/copper | black

LED 32W | 220-240VAC | 50-60Hz
 AC PCB 3-step low flicker

phase-cut dim | steel wet painted opal 
PMMA cover 

white | white/gold | copper 
black/gold | black/copper | black
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When the hero in the movie pulls up his collar, that’s when 
we know: Things are about to get dramatic. And that’s 
exactly how it is with TOWNA, whose cupped frame works 
like a dimmer, gently and subtly directing the light to 
create a warm and inviting ambience – even in smaller city 
apartments. TOWNA can be used both as a high-impact 
ceiling luminaire and as a decorative wall luminaire. A 
particularly practical feature: This round luminaire, ins-
pired by nature, is available in three di� erent sizes and six 
di� erent colour options. That means it can be individually 
combined to suit any project. 

More drama, 
please!
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Variety
TOWNA

MORE COLOURS ON:
weverducre.com/towna

MORE DRAMA, PLEASE

TOWNA
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1.0

 LED 13W | 220-240VAC  | 50-60Hz
 AC PCB 3-step low flicker  
phase-cut dim| steel wet painted

 AC PCB 3-step low flicker  
phase-cut dim| steel wet painted

 AC PCB 3-step low flicker  
phase-cut dim| steel wet painted

opal PMMA cover opal PMMA cover opal PMMA cover

 1.15kg  IP44   

2.0

 LED 18W | 220-240VAC  | 50-60Hz

 1.90kg  IP44   
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3.0

 LED 32W | 220-240VAC  | 50-60Hz

 3.00kg  IP44   

 CEILING SURFACE 

 more specs on page 591  more specs on page 591  more specs on page 591

 TOWNA IP44

         code 
            178184W�_ 
            178184J�_ 
            178184P�_ 
            178184K�_ 
            178184Z�_ 

          178184B�_ 

         code 
            178284W�_ 
            178284J�_ 
            178284P�_ 
            178284K�_ 
            178284Z�_ 

          178284B�_ 

         code 
            178384W�_ 
            178384J�_ 
            178384P�_ 
            178384K�_ 
            178384Z�_ 

          178384B�_ 

         code 
 for switch                90019017 
 for din rail              90019018 

         code 
 for switch                90019017 
 for din rail              90019018 

         code 
 for switch                90019017 
 for din rail              90019018 

OPTIONAL OPTIONAL OPTIONAL

dimmer dimmer dimmer

 Light Colour Selection  Light Colour Selection  Light Colour Selection 

     lumen    |    cri        code 
 2700K   780   |    >90        3 
 3000K   850   |    >90        5 

     lumen    |    cri        code 
 2700K   1090   |    >90       3 
 3000K   1210   |    >90        5 

     lumen    |    cri        code 
 2700K   1550   |    >90        3 
 3000K   1660   |    >90        5 

ø188
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 available from autumn 2019
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